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It's
matter...
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bright
hurting
warmth
you
unwillingly
unleash,
and
1
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like
the doehaunted
exhausted
Passion holds
me
forever
in the
targets
I die
againsoftly
willingly
because
I am a
captivethankful
surrender
And i/you/we
lose/win.
cBo«»uecDott
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To The Prix
Darkness ebbed. The overcast rose from pitch to
mute gray. North winds pummeled the leafless trees.
The chill was ominous.
The rasping whine of the Italian-built 6 cylinder
rose momentarily as the lever passed into third gear,
the driver promptly rethrottled the vehicle and roared
into the turn.
The track still appeared almost elusively dark.
The predawn was not a welcoming, but a prolonging of
the black night past.
The chubby tires clawed the pavement with a firm,
yet yielding grip. They would need replacing soon.
The driver shuddered slightly.
Stray leaves still scoured about the roadway, the
rustle still reaching the driver's ears over the roar
of the engine. Ahead gleamed an array of white lights.
The car slowed perceptibly.
Finally, feeble golden sunlight cracked the dark
ness. The car crooneu to a halt. The orarge-garbed
crew hastily pulled the driver- from the car and urrred
him cc swallow a warm cup of coffee. He gulped the
precious heat, muttering to himself about the condition
of the track. 215 miles remained ahead. The race went
on, as did life. A Ferrari dashed out into the dawn.
driver, spurred onward by a few new hopes, continued.

a

It climbs up and up
Until it is free
A graceful bird soaring
Upon its wings of wood
It
It
It
It

slows, then hesitates,
stalls, but recovers,
climbs, then spirals,
persists, but fails.

The sky is dead
No warm columns of rising air here
The lift is gone
Looks like I'll have to fly another day
i>WoAfcQush«e

Searching
'with my head bowed
I'd reach for your hand
And wait...
Until I felt
Your smile,
Before I looked
Into
Your eyes,
Only then.
Would I know—
If I should
Stay
or
G o. . .
cPotoiciacWo(tyoAd

M y Private Sea
Come to me, sea
come to me when the sun strikes your blue-green waters
into the crimson paths of dawn.
Come to me when the sun reaches its zenith
and the gulls and pelicans are searching for prey
or for a handout from a passing ship.
Come to me, sea
come to me when the wind whips your waves into foamy crests
and the water rises to meet the billowing sand.
Come to me when the sun melts into your waters
and flares the clouds into the pastels of sunset.
Come to me, sea
come to me when the cold lights of stars sprinkle the limit
less of night
and the now dark ocean is broken only by the pale streaks of
washing breakers.
Come to me,
my private sea.
Joseph Q.'TtseheA
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Life W ithout Matilda
I always thought that tuna came from cans.

Until recently,

I never experienced an occasion to presume otherwise.

Then I

lost Matilda, and all the comfortable assumptions of my life
were dashed to bits.
I discovered chicken is not derived
from tidy plastic covered trays, and hamburger isn't simply
a pretty pink patty waiting for the grill. Oh, sweet Matilda,
you've made my life a hell of carnivorous revelations!
It's not that my life with Matilda was a bed of roses.
Far, far from a pretty picture were the things that surrounded
me when we were together.
But I was happy and lived well.
I
knew the things that mattered and didn't worry about the rest.
My ignorance was my bliss, my innocence was my happiness.
My Matilda infatuated me from the first time I saw her
face, and 1 cared not what she did to me. If she beckoned, I
bought.
waited.

If she commanded, I obeyed.
If she was silent, I
And all the time I was with her, my mind was being

filled with knowledge best left untouched. The presence of
Matilda worked at me like a smut on green corn. I was power
less to stop her influence, I became her slave and was happy.
Years rolled by and Matilda racked my mind with her en
chantment.
From dawn to dusk and back to dawn again, she and
I chased the irrelevancies of the world and shared the cease
less trivia of each new day. The deluge weakened me, but she
grew stronger and seemed amused at the pitiful wreck that was
me.

My obsession increased.
Then late one night I came face to face with the stark

terror of bleak reality.
Leaving me with the craving for the
taste of forbidden fruit and a single hiss of the serpent.
Matilda abandoned me. A fading beam of farewell shined from
her face and I was alone in the world. All I could do was
collapse before the heap of atrocity that had become my life.
When my world finally stopped spinning, I gradually gained
my senses. I realized I had lost the simple existence I had
once led. The world I lived in was cruel and T perceived it.
I was desolate, for Matilda had deserted me.
bright face.

I longed for her

Solace could be found nowhere. I craved for the sound of
jingles and the splendid monotony of Matilda’s blaring voice.
Visions of her loveliness danced through my head as I walked
the streets and traipsed the dark woods, seeking relief for
my pain. Everywhere I looked, I was bombarded by the real
world and the people in it. Foods, and even simple paper and
clothing, lost their charm as I discovered the origins of each.
My God! These items had once been part of living things. The
agony of discovery seemed unbearable.

I retreated to my home

to hide in darkness.
I care not who knows I loved Matilda. It is true that I
was her plaything, to tease and use. She drained my life's
blood and filled my mind with corruption. I know these things
for I have the gift of insight now that she has left m e . I
abhor my present state of mind, but it is a useful tool. I
shall use it to bring Matilda back to me once more.
I am weak and can no longer search for Matilda, but per
haps she will come to me if I keep myself desirable. I sit
before her shrine each evening and make the proper obeisance.
I ignore the world around me and all its bitter truths. I am
prepared for her, and I am sure one day she will heed my call.
Until that glorious time, I shall remain humble and eke small
nourishment from the frozen TV dinners stashed in my basement.

'

An Analogy
Guys are like cigarettes... the first drag is the best,
then the next few are kind of boring but you take them
anyway. But that last drag, you just gotta have it...
and it's good! Then that cigarette just burns down too
fast until you're at the filter, you put it out and it's
all over. Just remember one thing— put it out before
you burn your finger.
A few last comments*
Don't smoke 100's and don’t buy cartons.

-Drawing by Stephen Meyer

W inter Battle
Out of the sky, they came in the night
These soldiers of fortune, these men dressed in white
Not one alarm sounded, not one bell was rung
And when finally discovered, the invasion was done
The ominous transports which carried them hither
Were wispy constructions of inclement weather
Gray coiled masses of storm laden fury
Releasing their cascade in cold winter's hurry
Arctic air as a shield and ice for a rapier
Were the formidable weapons of the crystalline vapor
Their passive attack was numbing and swift
Laying down their white bulwarks in smooth icy rifts
All creatures were smitten into complacence
While leviathan oaks were seen bowed in obeisance
The ivory warriors' victory assured
Was deadly beautiful and the innocent allured
Quickly succumbed to a frigid demise
Dealt swiftly and sure by these ice-men despised
But soon the gray masses were tenuous threads
And radiant fingers sifted down overhead
Temerarious quanta advanced on the foe
Striking down all around, the villainous snow
Seared and defeated, in silence they screamed
Reverberant echoes of ephemeral dreams
Run through and through by the merciless sun
Mortally wounded, their retreat was begun
Withering slowly under incessant fire
There was no escape from the sun’s heightened ire
The blood that was shed and the tears that they cried
Innundated the ground, all relief was denied
The once vast confederacy which covered the land
Was reduced to mere patches in futile stands
And soon these last stalwarts simply melted away
But shouted in parting of their return...someday...

Painting by Jon Mittler-

Shadow and W ind
A game of charades
the shadows playon my wall at night
when the wind, like old
men, cackle
and brush the leaves around
Invisible, like phantoms
staring with hollowed
eyes,
They scrape the window pane
reaching for my
hidden warmth.
They call to one another
through the rain-soaked
blackness.
They're still there,
the old men,
somewhere in the black
night.
They pass with the wind,
but cease to die,
They die with the sun,
yet linger on.
A game of charades,
the shadows play
on my wall at night,
when the wind, like old
men, cackle
and brush the leaves
around.
Jay^ee (S M jg ’o/mlwm

-Photograph by Paul Schaeffer

Back Down The Street
It was a sultry July day in Overland Park, Kansas— the
home of the Overland Park police department, numerous chain
restaurants, and pea-green astro-turf on the medians— when my
ordeal was to begin. Cruising down 95th Street, listening to
Mick Jagger, I suddenly found that a piece of crucial infor
mation had escaped me at a crucial moment:
namely, how one
stops a Ford with no brakes.
After accepting the fate of my situation, there seemed
enough time to have finished my cigarette, filed my nails,
and combed ray hair as two and a half tons of steel, glass,
chrome, and Craig stereo components raced toward the '6?
rust-bomb in front of me. We hit. I got out. Concerned for
my victims, and being non-materialistic in nature, I exclaimed,
"Look, just look what you've done to my Ford!" It's thorough
ly irritating to wreck one’s Ford, and what's more, some con
sider it to be an imposition. I had better things to do that
day than direct traffic off 95th Street, and listen to some
whining, and obviously accident-prone, woman driver complain
about her neck. I d on’t know what she had to complain about—
after all, she had only wrecked her fiance's car. She insisted
however, that her neck was bothering her. I asked her to move
it. She did. I told her it was probably not broken and she
seemed pacified. Then, being a bleeding heart liberal, I
loaned her a dime (which she never returned) to call a salvage
yard and drag her heap off the road.
The next victim I spoke with was the driver of the car in
front of the one that I had struck directly. The woman with
the neck ache, Mrs. Sanchez, struck this man’s car from behind
very shortly after I had hit hers from behind. This rather
lean man, Mr. Tice, asked one of the most blundering questions
I have yet to hear:
"Why did you hit my car?" I ignored the
actual content of that statement, recognizing the dulled look
on his face from my numerous Sunday morning confrontations
with the mirror. As I turned around, T noticed that his son,
Taco, was stroking the bumper of their car and staring in a
way that seemed to say, "You bully, you hit my daddy’s car!"

Fearing a kick on the shin, T scurried over to the police
officer who had arrived unnoticed.
Officer Skrudmigoode was
decked-out in black wing-tip shoes, a thirty-eight special,
a partially buttoned shirt (belly protruding), and what ap
peared to be a blotch of ketchup on his lapel from dinners
gone b y .
Officer Skrudmigoode (a thoroughly insipid man) obviously
didn't take to me or my kind... aliens of Overland Park. After
explaining my "dilemma," the good man offered me a ticket.
I
tried to refuse, but he testily insisted. The charge was for
"failure to reduce speed to avoid a collision!" I then pro
ceeded to offend the man by suggesting that it would take some
"mighty fine wing-tips to stop a Ford with no brakes."
He
wasn't amused and I w a s n ’t surprised; I wasn't pleased and he
was a big, fat cop.
I, with my big, fat ticket, sagging grills and weak brakes,
crept out of Overland Park. Upon escaping, my car seemed to
sense the relief of its driver and died. Calmly, I thought to
myself, "Golly, gee, maybe I'm out of gas!" Expecting the
worst, I decided to knock on the nearest door on this typical
suburban street, in a typical suburban neighborhood, in a
typical suburban town, with a typical two-door garage, and a
typical miniature Japanese tree on the lawn. I knocked and
our eyes met— through the peephole, of course— as T modeled
for the lady that lived there.
Possibly mistaking me for a
Girl Scout selling cookies, she opened the door and welcomed
me to enter.

She offered the use of her telephone and, being

from the country, the touch-tone buttons confused me--almost
as much as the K.C. Yellow Pages.
I looked under such things
as "Cab" and "Bus" hoping to find something. r.'y efforts were
futile. She, being of upper middle-class persuasion, knew
little of buses. She did, however, after quite a lengthy con
versation, offer to take me home. I learned much from this
lady during our visit; especially, never give your mother a
cat because she'll throw it down the basement stairs as she
curses you for substituting wayward animals for visits. She
was very interesting as was her company for the evening
(another elderly lady).
The rather long trip to my apartment (fifteen miles or
more through K.C.) was rather bazaar. The owner of the house,

Mrs. Battleaxe, insisted that I guess her age. I cleverly
guessed her to he 55 (thinking, of course, that she most
probably 6 5 ), and she laughed as she told me that she was 80.
She was a spry lady, considering her age, and claimed to know
something of the martial arts. I caught the hint, pretending
to wince 1 I wasn't going to attack her, but she didn’t know
that. These ladies (Mabel Battleaxe and her companion) gave
me somewhat of a tour of the city and then dropped me off at
my door-step as I thanked them profusely.
Three weeks later, I was in court for the ticket I had
received. The courtroom in O.P., excuse me, the city of O.P.,
was huge, crowded, ornate, and reeked of authority. Court
began with the usual prelude of musical chairs as the bailiff
uttered something semi-intelligent and the judge entered wear
ing his sissy-like robe. Indifference was the only apparent
distinguishing characteristic of the presiding judge (Justice
Will B. Served) other than his keen awareness of the facts.
This was demonstrated when he said, "No one, including myself,
wants to be here," and added, as if to declare us all guilty,
"so let's get it over with!" When my turn came, I explained
that my brakes had failed. He explained where I could pay
my fine. I explained that I was nearly broke and he explained
the term "stay of execution." I left, only to have to walk
five miles through O.P. (which incidentally has no sidewalks)
to the nearest bus. The temperature was in excess of 100°;
I was carrying several books, a calculator, and a grudge for
the judge. Disliking the city, I stopped only once during my
escape. I stopped only long enough to say hello (in my kind
of way) to someone I felt I knew all too well after a couple
of hours of walking through O.P.— a man with a blaring horn.
He, for some reason, felt it his duty to honk me from the
intersection while my light was still yellow. I refused, and
after laying my books on the hood of his shiny '78 Dodge,
(good horns were one of the few things Chrysler was able to
manage) decided to display two very well clipped nails— one
on each hand. Although two fingers may seem redundant, I
felt the message was somehow more clear. Needless to say, the
man was shocked, never having seen such well manicured finger
nails .
I finally found my way back home some four hours later,

hopefully to never see Overland Park, excuse me, the City of
Overland Park, Kansas again. In my encounters with this place
I saw more manure than I had ever seen living in rural Missouri.
City manure stinks more than country manure, too.
CaP$£ee

Some demon stole my pen (forgive the of
fence)
And once betrayed me into common sense:
Else all my prose and verse were much the
same;
This prose on stilts, that poetry fallen lame.
Alexander Pope
from "The Dunciad

On and On
Soothing, soothing
the waves wash the sand
tons of sand a year,
year after year,
for millions of years.
Calling, calling
gulls fly by
searching for food,
finding the timelessness of the sea.
Day after day
the sun comes up
covering the sand
with a blinding glare
and
night after night
the sun goes down
for a sunset into forever
in a blaze of colors.
Eternity comes and goes,
life goes on
and
time after time
people sail out
into the endless sea.
JosephQ.^tscKe*

Painting by Victor Coleman-

The Other Invitation
You're a natural hunterThough you claim no deadly fire,
I can testify otherwise.
You forgot the engendering ancestors:
no fault their own— surviving;
Did God think otherwise?
WE haven't climbed that far
Not to remember the chase and the kill.
And
We commit it still.
It has polish and cunning and style
But beyond the contemporary smile
The knife edge all the while.
Man the animal. I thought we could
exist if T warmed your soul and you breathed on
mine with your encompassing... skill.
Inside your soul...once in a while I hear
the inaudible sobbing--take my hand.
I'll love you; we'll make a mockery of the kill.
Natural hunter, you can come down from the hill.
Qoiwie^Datt

Ordeal of Summer
Vanguard of inclement weather
Surreptitious in the night
Creeping silent o'er the landscape
Blowing softly out of sight
The trees lament of its approach
Trembling at the fear of death
Their supple foliage nervously sways
Until the storm, its fury, hath spent
No longer waiting with bated breath
The storm demands to vent its wrath
It seeks to wreak both havoc and ruin
On all who dare stand in its path
The winds increase in mounting fury
While blackened skies release the rains
A finger of black steals ever earthward
Intent upon inflicting pain
Its dance of death encompasses all
No living thing may flee its fate
The blackened maelstrom only seeks
Its appetite to satiate
A behemoth oak caught in its grasp
Splinters the night with a wooden scream
Its crashing boughs, streaking down
Against the sky, will no more be seen
Quickly had it sprung upon them
Quickly now it left
And all it chose to leave were smells
Of still, and wet, and death.

QtPFiWoiist

A Leaf of Life
A leaf softly glides through the air,
So softly does it land.
To speak not to the world
Nor of man.
But lays there peacefully,
As life is no more within.
(Its beautiful luminous color)
To speak not a question
Or smile for Life.
But lays there peacefully
At its very end.

Drawing by Jim Eads-

The Streets Are Clean
The little machine trundles slowly down the wide expanse
of concrete on noiseless synthetic rubber wheels.

Stopping

for a moment, it seems to sniff the air, then continues on
its way.

The spotless concrete shakes a minute as the tube-

train shoots by underneath the street.
filter through the dense smog.
blanket
immense
The
stories

The rising sun cannot

Nothing ever penetrates the

of poison. Shining night and day, the lights of the
city fill it with a stark glare.
largest building, the Office of Welfare, rises two
and delves one hundred and sixty floors into the

ravaged earth.
On floor cixty-four, a tubetrain leaves once
a day on a pilgrimage to a relic of man's foolish past. The
train takes three minutes to reach the site. Reaching toward
the sky, the one remaining building tries to break free of the
confines of a dead planet. Weary, the building sags under the
weight of the conquering smog. The immense doors have long
lain in ruin, as have the dreams of the men who built them.
The tour train returns as it came, empty.
At underground apartment houses throughout the city, cups
of coffee begin to boil and pre-programmed meals quickly cook
themselves. Within the hour, a servo-mechanism will dispose
of the untouched coffee and meals.

The commuter tubetrains

rush through their schedules. The doors of various companies
automatically unlock themselves, the doors never open. When
the unseen sun vanishes below the imagined horizon, the commu
ter trains return on schedule. The doors swish open and shut;
no voices ringing through the lobby, no ears listening.
night comes, the unblinking lights of the city defy it.

When
The

only sound is the quiet rumbling of generators. The night
creeps slowly by, afraid to disturb the silence.
The little machine trundles slowly down the wide expanse
of concrete looking for non-existant dirt. The streets are
clean.
JosephQ.&iscken

Along the back road,
I move silently
My stride is long,
Each mile in seven minutes
My breathin’ is easy
My heart pounds steadily
The cold wind penetrates my face
It dries my nostrils
I run farther
Eight miles, nine miles, ten miles.
I run farther from the world
My troubles seem far away.

Revery
He disected
Time
And came
To the heart
Of his
Life.
Alive-He searches
And celebrates!
cPatoieia<:U/ofyoi*d

Little Boy
Y o u ’ll come back
To haunt me
Once in a while.
Some fall evening
I ’ll hear
Your footsteps
In my hall.
I '11 smell
Sweet burning leaves
And know
You are there.
Or pick up
A hurting child,
And see you
In his eyes.
You'll come back
To haunt me
Once in a while.
^PatMcta^Wo^oAdl

The Old D ie ...
I lie
watching leaves against
blue sky,
I wonder why some die
ugly, shriveled,
clinging
while some die gold.
It's like old people,
some are torn, broken,
lie in dark rooms on
nowhere streets,
noone stops, or cares,
there's only fast
footfalls,
sympathetic, disgusting
stares.
Where is there
a smile, a Minotaur
to warm a lonely heart,
to share the time of day?
You sit, alone
years from now
somewhere, there
or here
ugly, shriveled,
clinging
those footfalls
once were yours
those eyes,
only the loved
die gold.
JoycDee (2koAt)9tu»iw*

—

.—

Passin' Through
I like watching the telephone poles
Whizzing by
And the white and yellow
Stripes slipping under the fender
A small gray town
With an unpronounceable name
On an unreadable sign
Not big enough to slow down for
My shiny black Ford
Is stared at as I fly past
The old Skelly station
Now a western-wear shop
Inside my car the New York Philharmonic
Booms out the "1812 Overture" over Jensen friaxial
Speakers
My Brittania Jeans rest against leather seats
With chrome buttons and my digital clock
Tells me its 12i5l and 24 seconds
Outside Waylon Jennings whines out of a 3.E.
table model
While a greasy-faced, dusty-bottomed mechanic
Drops a battery into a '53 Chevy truck
The town clock strikes one
My power window is the partition between
Two different worlds.
^ P P e tiS c Im e t d e A j*.

-Photograph by Jane Carter

To M y Publisher
Pig In a Thermal Blanket
A Playdough Geode
The Four Legged Tripod
Lack of a Squelch
Arrow Towards the Ashes
Wipe the Green Slate
Spotted Baseboards, Bleak Tiles
Rivetted Thinking
Sin Me Sign
Nontinted Views
Suede Knives
Wall to Wall Chewing Gum
Velcro Toothpicks
Ceiling Windows In the Cellar
Frozen Sweat, Boiling Chills
Oblique Scents
The Opaque Mirror
Reflective Armrests
The Coming of Going
Negative Thrust
Pitch, Yaw and Roll
Garvers Creak
Low Underhead
Remember that book I said I was going
to write one of these days? These are
possible titles. Are you sure you're
willing to take such a chance?
^ohitfJUIusei'hunt

The Englisheer
Oh, Engineer with fecund mind
So sharp of wit, intellect sublime
Mathematics lodged within your head
Cosine and sine, your daily bread
Your supple brain can solve at will
Dilemmas deemed unconquerable
But is there nothing about you here
That you do not approach with fear?
Say, speak up now and do not stammer
Of this vile, perfid thing called grammar
This evil thing that lies in wait
Inside each term paper turned in late
You shudder and sweat when you stop and think
That thoughts must be transposed to ink
How are professors so afflicted
That to this English, they are addicted
Surely there is no greater sin
And just what the hell is a homonym!?
So long ago, you curse that day
When ignorant fools used sticks on clay
Begone with adverbs and conjunctions
Y o u ’d rather use logarithmic functions
And what does iambic meter mean?
Is it measured in feet or some such thing?
Alas, the world, it bodes not well
For Engineers who cannot spell
Oh, bane of banes, i t ’s true, this fear
That you must become an Englisheer.
^BiPP'SsfoAst

Remembering
You had walked too far
To see anything, but
Something made you turn
And look back.
You couldn't see the flowers,
Though the scent was there.
And you heard the music,
But you had walked too far
To see the band.
You can't run back,
So y o u ’ll just turn around
Once in a while,
And remember,
And smile.
T ’ atoicia^U/ofyoAd

Photograph by Paul Schaeffer-

Thanksgiving Postlude
God,
Thank you for little people;
rainy days, smiles through tears,
and winks.
I also appreciate trusting
acclamations, enthusiasm,
laughter and hastily
covered tendernesses.
The journey is interesting to
say the least.
Solitudes and meditation
balance crowded encounter and
natural explosions.
There are a thousand corners
to be explored
A thousand eyes to meet and greet
while I'm still on my feet.
The smiling support systems of
my childhood
Leave me on the corner with
hopeful expectations:
it isn't always thatThe little girl
wanting the world to fill
up dreams and promises
Is still hiding inside.

The personhood emerging
tries to balance reality
and fantasy.
And makes attempt
at discipline.
When fortitude fails, there is
still the reminderssunshine, smiling salutes
and recognition
given by strangers on
the journey too.
Our ancestors also struggled,
appreciated, smiled, and died.
We are and are not unique.
The only slice of eternity to
taste— is to feel
Feel beauty in all her guises, and
feel one another along the way.
QomiteQatt

___

The Hermit
I like to sit like this in the morning sun. It gets
cold at night around here, and I'm old so it takes me a while
to warm up. Sitting here like this sort of lets my body catch
up with the rest of the world.
Yes, I built this house. It's all rock, good rock from
the meadow down there. There ain't nothin' better than Ozark
Mountain rock for making a building last. There’s enough of
these rocks down there to build a city, if a body had a mind.
I only needed two rooms, and that's what I built. It's just
me here alone, you know. Sure, I get sort of lonesome some
times, but I've learned ways to handle it and I don’t even
think much about it anymore.
This here rock wall is soaking up the sun, just like I
am.

We get along real good, this old wall and me.

Here, put

your hand on that big brown sandstone beneath the window.
Feels just like some old woman's hot water bottle, don’t it?
Mighty big comfort at times, these here rocks are. I picked
'em all up myself, and set 'em here in this wall. Sure glad
I did it back when I was a young man.
You said you wanted to hear why I live way up here in
the hills by myself? I don't usually talk much about it to
anybody, it sort of makes me feel dismal when I think back
that far. Since you come all this way just to see me, I hate
to send you back empty handed. Sit right there for a minute
and let me see what I can recollect. I'll tell you some of the
things I remember. I don't expect you'll believe a lot of the
things I might say, nobody ever did. If I stop some place
along the line, don't expect me to go on, just clear on out
of here. Sometimes I get tired of people awful quick.
I guess if you get right down to it, I've always known
I was different than other folks. Back when I was in the
prime of my youth, I stood taller than most men around these
parts. I could out work, out run, and out fight everybody I
came across. I never did like to fight, though. I used to
stay out here in the woods by myself just to keep out of fights
with all the boys who wanted to brag they was tougher than me.

I knew I could beat 'em, so it didn't make any sense always
proving it. I'd just take off to these here woods and stay
for days on end, ’till everybody got peaceful and forgot about
wanting to fight.
Lonesomeness used to really bother me back then. I'd get
so mad at being by myself I'd just open up my mouth and scream
at the trees. I'd do that about an hour or so, and pretty
soon I'd feel better and could go about my businer^. Being
lonesome a i n ’t a nice thing, you know.
You get all empty in
side, so empty it seems like nothing in this world will ever
be able to fill the hollow space inside you. It's an awful
business, being alone. I'd get so tired of being out here by
myself that I'd go trotting back down there where everybody I
knew lived. Then I'd get in another fight. Oh, I'd never
pick one, but I'd find myself in the middle of one every time.
I ’d get my fill of people, then, and would come back here to
the woods to be by myself again.
There was something that happened once right before one
of them times when I felt myself getting all crazy from being
way out here all alone. I got this nasty awful feeling, I
couldn’t stand myself any longer. I was all busting and tear
ing apart inside. So I found myself calling out the most
mournful, wild bellow I ever made. Boy, it was a good one.
I amazed myself with its sound, I think the trees even shook
a little and all the birds and other small creatures that
chirp and chatter around got real quiet. It stayed real quiet
for what seemed an unnatural long time. Then all at once I
heard this quiet voice say, "Hello." Just like that, out of
nowhere, that one word real plain, "Hello."
I was shook.

I hadn't figured on anybody being around to

hear me when I hollered. So I put this real sober look on my
face and peeked around to see the person who had been watching
me. At first I couldn't find nobody. I looked everywhere,
but there wasn't a soul in sight. I had got to be real good
at finding hidden tracks and such in the woods, and sort of
prided myself on it, but I couldn't see any sign of a person
anywhere close by. I was beginning to think I had imagined
the whole thing, or else hurt my ears with my hollering. Then
I heard this rustling in the bushes in front of me.
I stood real still. Directly this short little yellow

haired fellow stepped out.

He wasn’t much shorter than you,

but was considerable shorter than I am. That little guy
looked to be about my age, but I didn’t recognize him to be
any of the boys I grew up with. He acted friendly, he had
this cagey little grin on his face, and big eyes that smiled
like he knew a big secret. His skin was a smooth brown that
almost shined in the dappled sun that was coming down through
the trees. I say that about his skin because he didn't have
a stitch of clothes on him. He was as naked as the day a
body's born, and didn't seem to think a thing about it. Just
stood there, grinning at me.
Well, I smiled at him and said "Hello" right back.
You
understand we don’t usually say "Hello" around here, not when
I was a young man, anyway. !\Tost people then just said "Howdy"
or "Good mornin'" and things like that. But I wanted to be
real polite because I hadn't ever seen a naked man running
around in the woods before.
He looked pleased at that, and sort of moved his eyes
real quick and polite over the scanty few things I used to
make my camp with. I asked him if he'd like to sit down on
my blanket that I hadn’t rolled up yet that morning. He nodded
and sat down on it. I squatted on the ground across from him
and tried to think of somethin' to say. I didn't rightly know
what to talk about, seeing as he didn't have no clothes. Be
ing naked makes a man seem different, somehow. It seemed sort
of natural for him, though. He kind of reminded me of young
deer you can see sometimes in late fall, slender and graceful
and yet not too sure of themselves.
All the while I was trying to think of something to say,
he just sat there looking at me and smiling, like he was po
litely waiting for me to say or do something. Just when I
was about to ask him if he'd like to borrow some of my extra
pants and a shirt, he jumped up and said "I must leave now."
And then he disappeared into the bushes as quick as he came.
I didn't know what to think.
I hadn't ever experienced
anything like it before. I hunkered there by my cold fire,
sort of dazed. And then I got this powerful hankering to know
more about the curious fellow. Who was he anyhow? Where'd
he come from, and why’d he come to my camp so sudden, and then
leave without saying hardly anything? The more I thought about

it, the more it worried me.
I got up and went to the bushes where he had disappeared.
I couldn't find a single track or sign that he'd ever been
around them. I was beginning to think I had imagined the whole
thing, cause the ground was real soft and he would have had
to leave a footprint or some sign when he went by those bushes.
Then I heard this quick, sharp whistle, like boys make to call
each other secretly. I looked up and saw him standing a few
yards ahead of m e . He grinned at me again and motioned that
I should follow him. And so I did.
At first he started off slow, always keeping the same dis
tance between us as we had in the beginning. Pretty soon he
really cut loose, and I was running to keep up with him. We
ran and ran for a long time. Sometimes I'd try to run a
little harder to shorten the distance between v.p , but always
he increased his pace and stayed ahead of m e . I was a good
runner back then, but we ran so long and so hard that I knew
I wouldn't be able to keep going much longer. My legs ached
and I was breathing hard and my heart was pounding faster than
I ever knew it could. I couldn't think about anything except
keeping him in sight, so I just kept going. My legs moved
slower and slower, I started to fall behind. Then I noticed
he began to slow down, too. I was a-gainin’ on him, I could
almost reach him. Just a couple of feet remained between us.
I couldn't remember if I was chasing him or just following
him, but it wasn't important because I was just about to catch
up with him. I couldn't run any longer, I was stumbling, and
then I was falling. I threw out my hands wildly to catch my
self, and I felt him grab them as I tumbled onto the ground.
The second his hands grasped mine, I felt a glowing light
surge through me and a thousand pictures floated through my
mind.
I felt pain so bad I knew I was dying, then T felt a
throbbing, pulsing energy streak through the flesh of my body.
I knew I was dying and I knew he was going to save me all at
the same time. His power carried me through long, dark caves.
I floated high with the flapping bats all around me, but he
was beside me. Before long there was a brightness far up the
passage, the walls of the cave grew lighter, and then I was in
light.
I opened my eyes and I found myself lying in the last

long beams of the setting sun.

I was back at my camp, and I

was alone.
I*ve never known exactly what happened to me that day.
My grandma used to tell me that she could sit rocking in her
chair, holding the family Bible, and float high above this
world while she was talking to the Lord. I never was religious
and never put much store in the things old ladies spout.
But
she may not have been as crazy as everybody thought.
I don't
know much about religion, but my experience has made me have
faith in some things I d o n ’t know nothin' about.
I t don't
seem hardly possible that that cute little fellow could have
been an angel.
All the angels I ever heard about had wings
and wore robes. I sure would like to figure out what made
him come to me when he did. Maybe the little cuss thought I'd
called him with that big scream I let out in my lonesomeness.
Maybe I was calling him. It's hard to know the things that
are deep inside yourself, or why they're inside you in the
first place.
T h a t ’s all I want to talk right now.
hospitality is wearing thin.

I'm tired and my

I've said enough.

Get going,

now, and be about your business.
Watch out going down the
trail there, it's rough enough coming up it but it's always
worse going back.
Yes, you can come see me again sometime if you think you
have to.
Just don't make it anytime soon.
still be here.

I'll probably
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Goodbye Sir
Captain, Captain, where are
in the middle of this bleak, endless, silent sea?
What's to become of us, sir?
I'd like to return, though, to your orders we all must
defer.
Sir, I'm kind of scared, if you must know!
Oh, I can see y o u ’re angry, well, I'll go below.
Before I go, there is something I must tell youi
the men feel the danger, you may lose your crew.
Sir, I fear it's begun, I hear some noise!
I must say, I really admire your poise.
I hope the men are calm, that there won't be any blood.
Oh, no! I hear shots!
I fear there will be a flood.
Sir, we should find a way to bar the door.
You know, I am frightened to my very core.
There, i t ’s done, I hope it will keep them out.
I won'-t budge it, no matter how they scream and shout.
What new evil is this, this strange, eerie sound?
Oh, my God, sir, look at what I have found!
The men must have all gone mad, truly insane.
Now we all shall die, a fire is this ship’s bane.
Is that all you have to say, a final, accepting sigh?
I want to scream in terror, the end is nigh!
What is this? Poison to avoid the flame you say?
It is better than burning, give me a moment to pray.
Yes, Thank you sir. A long, painless draught
and now, soon, will come the death we have sought.
The ship is going, I feel her flounder, sir.
I feel the poison grip my heart, not again shall I stir.
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The Flowing River
The flowing rivert
Love,
Memories,
Thoughts.
Always flowing,
Always going,
Never freezing in time.

Action traction combat boots
and green print dress —
mother could never understand.
"No man will love you,"
she screamed
as I shut the screen door,
"If you keep that up!"
No man will love m e ...
sometimes I wonder,
but what do my boots
have to do with that?
JaequePineo^ii* 2 o « « ca

W here God Is
Grandfather oak
tie-dyed sun.
Wide-eyed child
in the w oods.
Rise with a hawk
ride the wind.
Gaze upon
miracles.
Purity sparks a diamond stream.
Bashful violets wear royal robes.
a pine choir hums
Ethereal joy
an elfish squirrel.
Hope
a tiny bird egg.
A patient tortoise captures time.
Wisdom flies with migrant geese.
a pine choir sings
Strength imbues a young spring storm
Raindrops blur my sight.
Grace beribbons the rainbow.
The Crippled dogwood breathes a name
the pine choir hums
My Cathedral
rugged with moss.
Ceiling
the vaulted sky.
Windows
stained with fresh green leaves.
Altar
repentant rock.
the pine choir sings
Comfort afforded
cares assuaged.
Grandfather oak
tie-dyed sun.
Toye^PoAfcc*

-Painting by Victor Coleman

W arm Eastern Blush
The haunting softness of muted strings free the souls to
float into feelings.
Only in this aurora of naked peace can blending b e —
free from East; free from West.
A place of beauty where one is special--precious unto
themselves; treasured by each other.
Love given and received creates an aura that remains;
never to separate— nor to be touched by another.
C aflte /iin e cD o 0 a n <3 Jo p fe in s
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Footpath
winding
among the Ozark Hills
across the flat rocks of a dry creek bed
to a cave which holds ancient secrets.. .
cutting
between the native blackjack oaks and hickory,
woven with climbing vines and underbrush-thick enough to isolate, yet sparse enough to
reveal an eternal beauty...
resting
between mossy carpets, patterned witn lavender
hepaticas, black-eyed ousans, and wild geraniums,
beneath a w i nter’s insulation of fallen leaves
and drifted snow,
the cyclic routine which offers both change and
permanence...
footpath
which knows no beginning, no end-once trod in search of a hungry family's livelihood,
perhaps by some as a means of escape,
by still others seeking adventure or privacy,
each step carving an indelible story,
untold by the silent footpath.

to be forever

A Means of M ale Attraction
Thru the past, since the beginning of civilization, women
have been searching for and creating new ways of attracting
and obtaining men of their choice.
most recent developments.
Dr. Anna Snud of M.W.M.

Herein lie some of the

(Make-up without the Mess) has,

after much extensive research costing thousands of dollars,
invented a form of make-up which she considers "the ultimate
means of male attraction." Her product is a facial make-up
based upon a chemical reaction occurring within the woman's
body. It is triggered by the woman's own passionate excitement
she feels for the man whom she desires.
When the man of her
choice is near, the woman wearing the make-up appears to grow
longer lashes, have rosier cheeks, and redder lips. The
closer the man gets, the better she looks.
Furthermore, the
make-up produces in the male a psychological reaction which
causes him to believe he is responsible for the facial change
on the woman, when in reality, he is only a catalyst for the
make-up.

This, of course, serves to excite and attract the

man even more--in most c a s e s .
There is a fault with this invention by Dr. Snud, however:
the make-up is also triggered by a similar chemical reaction
in women caused by feminine anger.
The problem with this is
that a man near a woman wearing the make-up could misinterpret
and thus be misled.
Dr. Snud has in fact received several
complaints about this from various angry, imprisoned and hos
pitalized men. She has been said to react with " I ’m sorry."
Another means of male attraction, similar to the above
mentioned, has also been invented by Dr. Snud.
It differs
from the first in that it is based upon a chemical reaction
occurring between the make-up and male body odors. When the
man of her choice is near, the make-up again produces on the
woman the long lashes, rosy cheeks and red lips, as well as
the psychological reaction of the male.
And fortunately, it
is not triggered by either feminine or masculine anger. There
is, however, a fault with this second form of make-up alsoi
the make-up works chemically with any male.
(Some women would

not mind this). In order to work only on a specific desired
male, it is necessary that Dr. Snud obtain a urine sample from
the male that the make-up is to be used with. Surprisingly,
there has been relative success in the endeavors of determined
and clever women to obtain these samples--rigging public
urinals and hiring private investigators, to name only a few
of the means. It has even been rumored that one very deter
mined lady went so far as secretly hiring a gunman to force a
urine sample from a young man at gunpoint.
The third and last means of male attraction I wish to
mention is not a form of make-up, but an aphrodisiac.
It was
invented by Dr. Susan S ade. This form of male attraction is
not considered by many specialists to be a form of male attrac
tion at all. Dr. Snud, the ingenious inventor of the formerly
mentioned forms of make-up, herself scorned and dismissed it
as "a trick."

(Dr. Sade made no comment in response to this

remark by Dr. Snud.)
It consists of a small syringe and a
powerful aphrodisiac.
This is purchased as a kit. The syringeis specially made to fit on the toe of a woman's shoe, and is
very small and thin.
It can also be extended or completely
withdrawn into the shoe by a motion of the woman's toes. The
woman, after fitting the syringe on her shoe, merely gently
kicks the man of her choice, and he immediately falls in love
with the shoe that stabbed him.
Now, the only way for the man
to possess the shoe is to possess the woman wearing it--the
woman, of course, not in the least willing to part with the
shoe, her purpose in the first place being to possess the man
she has stabbed.
This form of male attraction is an excellent
means for women to obtain men when meeting them on the spot at
parties and public occasions.
But there is yet another problem with this third means of
male attraction.
Dr. Sade has had difficulty getting her pro
duct marketed because the Department of Health objects somewhat
to her invention:
the sterility of the syringe's needle de 
pends so much on the pants and legs of the man she stabs;
suspicion could very well be aroused if the woman had to ask
the desired man when he last took a bath or shower, and then
rolled up his pant leg before stabbing him.
Despite all recent developments in finding various means
of attracting the male, no one has invented one that is

entirely fool-proof.
All specialists generally agree with
Dr. Snud's statement that "Although many forms of make-up
and aphrodisiacs can be very powerful at times, the God-given
body and personality of the woman still manages to play a
considerable part in attracting the male."
Later she added,
"But we're still working on it."

Q0ennQtcfeeAcl

Sonnet 130
My mistress' eyes are nothing like the sun;
Coral is far more red than her lip's red;
If snow be white, why then her breasts are dun;
If hairs be wires, black wires grow on her head.
I have seen roses damasked, red and white,
But no such roses see I in her cheeks;
And in some perfumes is there more delight
Than in the breath that from my mistress reeks.
I love to hear her speak; yet well I know
That music hath a far more pleasing sound:
I grant I never saw a goddess go;
My mistress, when she walks, treads on the ground.
And yet, by heaven, I think my love as rare
As any she belied with false compare.
William Shakespeare
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Another Night's Rest
As I sat on the balcony
Rain danced upon the cobblestones,
A bolt of lightning shrieked across the sky, going nowhere.
It was also raining, where I was.
My feelings were as lonely
as the endless patter of each individual droplet.
I was as cold
as the wind howling through the cedar grove.
My thoughts carried me off
to the origin of this despair..•
How do I make her understand?
What do I do, to rekindle a friendship
that once surpassed all time and reality?
Heality, so cold and hard for us nowadays.
It seems every battle only reveals itself
to be more formidable
than the previous bout.
I felt the anger and defeat locked inside,
with no means of escape.
I felt the hurt I had caused.
But have I destroyed everything?
Because I pushed too hard to rekindle...
the love and understanding I needed
so desperately.
The void was unbearable.
I wanted to scream, and cry, all at once
but I couldn’t.
I needed someone to hold me in their arms.
The only carressing was the howling wind
and cold rain.
Shivering from despair...
I began to prepare for the nightmares
and the torment,
In what is called...
another night's rest.
Qay^a^D/iieAe

Only A Glimpse
Time to be a child, how long will it last?
How often just a glimpse 5 and then the time’s past.
What a perfect night for graduation; stars are twinkling
in a cloudless sky. Outside the air is cool, but here inside
the crowded gymnasium i t ’s hot and sticky.
The bleachers,
even the extra chairs placed on the gym floor, are filled to
capacity by parents, numerous relatives and friends of this
graduating class--the class of "69 ." People stir restlessly
and fan with their programs as the graduation ceremony pro
ceeds.
There's a lump in my throat, and it gets larger when,
having received their diplomas, the blue-gowned boys and
white-gowned girls rise to march from the gym. The lump is
there, not just because Lynn, my daughter, is one of those
white-clad girls stepping to the triumphant beat of the ’’March
From Aida," but for all of these kids. I have known most of
them since they were in grade school.
They were in the second
grade when I began working at the elementary school as a
teacher-aide. I became the secretary at the high school about
the time they entered junior high, so I ’ve watched them grow
up. Oh, there’s my friend Chuck, the little scamp, going down
the aisle now.

Walking beside him is Annette, his wife.

Watching them, I blink away a sentimental tear and my mind be
gins a journey back over the past four years.
I ’ve known Chuck since he was seven. He was a curlyhaired, big-eyed child, reminding me of the children pictured
on the sad-eyed moppet plaques popular then. He was often
poorly dressed, and I suspected his family was on welfare.
During elementary school, however, he blended with the other
children and I paid little attention to him.
It w asn’t until ninth grade, when he and Lynn started
going together, that I really noticed Chuck. This going to
gether meant nothing more than walking the halls at school
holding hands; but he gave her a cross made from a horseshoe
nail and they remained sweethearts for almost two years.
Theirs was a rather fitful romance.

He kept her either feeling

sorry for him with his tales of an unhappy homelife (his
father was disabled and inclined to drink a little too much,
I think) or in a dither with threats to quit school and go to
work.

She was gullible at first but soon realized, that

while there was a smidgen of truth in most of his stories,
they were grossly exaggerated to make them more dramatic!
The threats to quit school were just to get her to talk him
out of it. He never intended to follow through with them.
She would get angry. He would promise to reform, grin impishly,
then spin another yarn.
An unrepentant, little liar, these
tales he fabricated were so graphic I think he almost believed
them himself.
It was during their sophomore year that Chuck and I be 
came friends.
The first semester he would go by my office,
look in, grin bashfully, and maybe wave. But my being Lynn's
mother kept him from feeling at ease with me.
Later that year
though, after they broke up. Chuck began to drop in and visit
with me, usually when he was supposed to be somewhere else.
"What'er you d o i n ’, Mrs. Bates?" he would ask, grinning
at me from the doorway.
"I'm trying to type this letter.
of class again?"

What are you doing out

"Ole Jones said I could go to the library.
hall pass."

I've g o t ’a

Ignoring my question as to why he wasn't in the library
then, he would embark on a discourse about "goin' fishin’,"
the rattletrap Ford he was fixing up, or maybe how Mrs. Martin,
his zoology teacher, was always picking on him.
I w a s n ’t sure
who picked on whom, but there was a mutual personality con
flict between them.
In spite of his orneriness, I began to see what had at
tracted Lynn to him. He still had the big eyes and curly locks
of his childhood and was a winsome, little spellbinder, his
wiles hard to resist even when I realized I was being conned.
I tried to be firm with him, though.
The furthest thing from
his mind was school work and it showed in his low grades. He
also had an inclination to skip school and had been suspended
once for that. I lectured him about his classwork and chewed
him out about his behavior.
He listened, came back for more,
but whether my "counseling" did any good, I d o n ’t know.

One mid-May morning he stopped by before school and an
nounced that he had brought a snake to school. It was in the
science room, he said.
"Why don't you go'n see it, Mrs. Bates, or are you a'
skeered of snakes?"
"Chuck, you're lying to me again," X replied.
He grinned, left, and I went back to work, forgetting
about Chuck and his snake; until sixth hour, that is, when I
heard, "Hey, Mrs. Bates." There he stood, holding up a fivefoot-long blacksnake!
The thing was squirming, enormous, and
very much in the wrong place!
"Chuck, what are you doing with that snake!"
"Martin said to bring it up here.

I promise she did."

By this time Mrs. Connell, the counselor, was looking
askance at us from her office, so I scurried down the hall to
see what Mrs. Martin had to say.
Chuck was right.
Of course
he suggested it, but she had sent him to my office with the
snake.
He had already been to the Principal for discipline
twice from her class and the next time meant suspension. She
felt sure that Chuck and his snake would not get through her
sixth hour class without his making that third trip. So I
went back to explain the situation to Mrs. Connell. Being an
understanding soul, she agreed to let Chuck and the snake
stay. T'm sure she felt that was keeping a kid in school the
hard way, though!
Needless to say, I d i d n ’t accomplish much
that hour trying to type and keep one eye on that snake— Chuck
was just itching to turn it loose!
The following year Chuck still stopped in to see me, but
he had changed.

He had lost some of his carefree attitude.

He had a new girl friend and this romance seemed pretty
serious.
Annette.

One morning I saw him in the hall alone, without
He had a sullen expression on his face and his eyes

were swollen as though he had been crying.
Later that morning
I saw him leaving the Principal's office. He saw me and came
over.
"Grant called me in," he said.

"He thought I'd been

drinkin’ or somethun."
"You haven’t, have you?”
"No, I'm jist mad!
Annette went out on me last night.
She better not do it agin!
I ain't gonna take that crap."

Of all the conversations I'd had with Chuck, that was the
only time he really talked to me. That day, in his anger and
hurt, he let down his guard and I saw through the hold front
he usually wore.
He was just an immature, little boy who
craved the attention he got from his impish antics.
He and Annette made up, but I wasn't sure that was good
for either of them. I had an uneasy feeling about their re
lationship.
Sadly, I was proven right.
About three months
later, two weeks before the end of school, the two of them
walked into my office and asked for withdrawal slips.
They
were getting married.
There was no talking them out of it.
They insisted they were coming back next year. Still, that
didn't keep a tear from trickling down my cheek as they
walked out the door.
They did come back. Annette was out of school most of one
quarter when the baby was born.
Chuck went to school mornings
and worked afternoons at the Arro station on the C.O.E. work
program. As a husband and father he had his nose to the
grindstone.
He was proud of that baby, though!
The flash of a Magicube brings me back to the present.
Chuck and Annette are almost outside now, walking into the
clear, cool night:
teenage man and wife, parents, their
childhood left behind.
As the rest of the graduates leave
the gym, and the last note of the triumphant march is sounded,
nostalgia is replaced by pride in these kids.

They made it!

Graduation is over.
Descending from the bleachers I join the
throng of well-wishers that is following the graduates out
side .
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An Aged Lady
Deep blue eyes
sparkling under glass,
smooth, cracked visage
beaming filtered moonbeams,
silken, wrinkled hand,
embracing sisterhood
closing the gap.
^acquePtneo^M 2ow*»e*

-Drawing by Jim Eads

Engl-Them
They sit there enunciating properly, trying to
reach a mind that sees only integral runes.
Fathoming deeper meanings and things we never
suspect, knowing they will brush some and seed
others deeply.
Expressionless looks upon bearded faces, knowing
a credit will pass, and so might the inspiration
that they tried to induce.
^otaWtusenhunt
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The A fterfight
I sit under a tree
It is old and wrinkled
The wind blows through its branches
Stealing its harvest of leaves
They scatter over the tall grass
They are lost and confused, and I too
I sit under a tree

Drawing by Jim Eads-

Home at last
It feels so good
Among ones I love
The place is familiar
Yet it has changed
The people I know
Yet they are strangers
I feel warm inside
But also empty
How shall I know
Just how I feel
oWaJibOustme

Train Station
Before the snow came down
she stared for a long time
at a young man
waiting for his train.
Her palms sweaty, emotions become real
She'll do it her way even if it's too plain.
JowSPoJe
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W onder, W onder
The lonely journey through the lonely land
Where columns of dark, threatening clouds
Surpassed and overshadowed the mind began.
Weary patterns sprinkling round.
Waving, weaving, intermingling, creating Doubt.
Wonder! Wonder! What will be?
A burning Doubt pervades the soul.
Perception clear, reason dim,
Wonder, weave, and let it go.
To see my destiny, my luck, my strife,
I journeyed on in search of LifesKeeper,
Amid the clouds of unreal dreams, secret thoughts,
There alone met Fate and I.
A laugh, a grin,
A tickled chin,
Whimper, sob, tender cry,
Regression, fear-forced, relax, then cry.
On a lonely journey through a lonely land
Where columns of thin, black clouds wisp the land
Were weary expectations weaving round and round,
Like blanketed sorrow folded neatly in bed,
The crackling, crazy world lies ahead.
"Doubt! You doubt? Quickly cease!
Who are you to question me?
Few question that which is to be.
Your reason for probing, quickly, speak!"
"In peace to find and Doubt to cast,
Your final word will be lost
Accepted for eternity. Fate, Fate
My life is mine, only mine!"

Wonder! Wonder!
What will be?
A burning Doubt pervades the soul.
Perception clear, reason dim,
Wonder, weave, and let it go.
Fate reached down, took my hand, smiled,
Gazed into my eyes, nonchalantly pondered, and began?
"It's in the record, here, there,
The wrong space, the wrong line;
Could have happened anytime. Mistakes are few,
Though I'm divine!
Competent help is hard to find.
However, to inquire is forbidden...”
"But surely, an awful error must exist.
Observe me, Sir, the past record tells.
I t ’s my life, Fate, it's mine.
What warrants this early hell?"
Then began the endless search
For a misplaced dash, dot or square,
A faded blot, a slot or notch in error.
Computers ran the life of man.
Infinite Fate in all his power
Could not withstand the darkest hour
Of war and h ate.
Tragic truths revealed to Fate
The obvious fact of a misplaced date.
With lifted eyes that pierced my own,
Fate began again in a different tone?
"It seems that Life Control ^9
Has committed a slight error,
Due to low ionic form supply.
It drew a line,
But missed the programmed square
Intended for the chosen pair.
Two "star-crossed lovers" thrown wide apart
By a faulty electrode gliding across their chart.
Two made for one another, designed to share,
Lost and drifting in void despair."

Wonder! Wonder! What will be?
A burning Doubt pervades the soul.
Perception clear, reason dim.
Wonder, weave, and let it go.
"Is your Doubt gone? Must you win?
Thus spoke Fate once again,
Perhaps the will of Eternal plans
Designed this error purposely, late,
To sharpen your sense of turmoil and grief.
He allowed Knowledge of what you missed,
By preceding with pain the awakening bliss.
What "higher innocence" can appreciate
The balance of emotions to seal Love’s fate?"
A laugh, a grin
A tickled chin
Whimper, sob, a tender cry,
Regress no more, relax and sigh.
The woven patterns of my past
Lie now before m e — perception clears and reason lasts.
A burning Knowledge stirs in me.
Wonder, wonder, it will be!
On a lonely journey through a lonely land
I took my lover by the hand.
We floated past the darkened sky
Wondering, weeping, and knowing why.
Gentle rain, come softly down
Caress the trees, the flowers, the ground.
Flow down beneath the chartered lines
And mingle with hearts that lie
Entwined by Fate's eternal cry*
"Wonder, Wonder, will it last?"
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